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1. Introduction. The object of this note is the proof of the following

theorem.

Theorem. Suppose C is a simple closed curve which contains the origin

of its interior R and which satisfies the following hypotheses :

(a) C possesses a continuously turning tangent and the tangent angle

ais) considered as a function of the arc length s has the modulus of

continuity ßit), that is,

(1) | ais ±t)- ais) | é ßit), t > 0,

where ßit) is a nondecreasing function of t and limij0+ ßit) =0.

(b) There, exists a constant k such that if Pi and P2 are two points of

C and As is the ishorter) arc between them, then

As
(2) -= á A.

PiP2

(c) PAe diameter of C does not exceed D, and the distance of the origin

from C is at least equal to a, <r>0.

Suppose that w=/(z) maps the circle \ z\ < 1 conformally onto R such

that /(0)=0. Then, for every p>0, there exists a constant Av which

depends only on p, the constants k, D, a, and the function ßit)—and in

no other way on the curve C—such that uniformly for 0 5¡p < 1

(3)
/ 1       /»2t \   Up

fej l/'^l±P<fÖ| =Ap-

An explicit expression in terms of these parameters is obtained for

AP.

The fact that the integral in (3) remains bounded for 0^p<l

under the assumption that C has continuously turning tangents

was proved in an earlier paper of the writer [4, p. 362 j.1 The emphasis

in the present note is upon the fact that the constant Ap depends only

on the parameters indicated and is expressed explicitly in terms of these

quantities. This result is of use when an estimate for the integral in

(3) is desired which holds uniformly for the mapping functions of a

family of curves C.

Received by the editors January 18, 1950.

1 Numbers in the brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
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Before proving the theorem we state an application. By a theorem

of F. Riesz, f'(peie) has limit values as p—»1 for almost all 0 and (3)

holds for p = l. By use of Holder's inequality we have for p > 1,

z = ei$, Zo = eieo;

|/(z) -/M | = |   f f'(eil)ie"dt
I J e0

(\  r2r i"'

= \— I    l/VOW    |ö- e0\^l)lp(2Tyip

g4p(27r)1/î,|0-0o|I-1/''.

From this it is easily seen that for \z\ = |Zo| =1

(4) | /(*) - f(zo) | á 22'^Apt \z-zo I1"1",

and by a theorem in [6, p. 669],2 this inequality holds also for \z\ < 1.

Let <b(w) denote the inverse function of f(z). Then if wo, w are

points of C and As is the length of the (shorter) arc between Wo and

w, then (note that <p(w) is an absolutely continuous function along

C)

| (C)    /•» 1

| (f>(w) — 4>(wo) | = I    <b'(u)du

1/p

1-1/¡>g  <  Í   | 0'(w)|"| ¿w|i     (As)

U2t •J   1/p
I/'(«") M/V) I *f     (As)1-1'".

Hence by (2),

(5) | <t>(w) - <b(wo) | = (27r)1/î,(4î,_1)("-1'/î'(jfe | w - w01 )M'»,

and by the theorem just quoted, this is true for all w in R (wo on C).

Combining (4) and (5) we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary. Under the hypotheses of the theorem there exists for

every 8, 0<6<1, a constant B which depends only on 8 and on k,

D, a, and the function ß(t) such that for \z0\ =1, \z\ £1,

— \z-zo I1'«"«' = | f(z) - /(so) \£B\z-zo I1"5.
B

2 This theorem is as follows: Let R be a region bounded by a simple closed curve T

and let f(z) be regular in R and continuous in R-\-T. If for a point zoE?, and for all

z£r: l/W—/(zo) | £M\z—z0\a, where a>0, then this holds also for all z in R.
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(If we set h = \/p, 5 = Max i22'p-1irAp, (2ir)li<*-l>kA„_,).)

The existence of a relation of this form at every point z0 and even

uniformly along the circle \z\ =1 for a. fixed curve C is known [5],

[l], and was proved in a different way. The point of our corollary

lies again in the fact that the dependence of the constant B upon the

parameters which characterize C is given.

2. Lemmas. We shall need the following lemmas.

Lemma 1. Under the hypotheses of the theorem there exists a positive

p<a which depends only on A, a, and the function ßit), such that any

circle of radius less than or equal to p about any point P of C intersects

C in exactly two points and that the length of the subarc of C contained

in this circle does not exceed 3p.

Proof. Let r¡, 0<r¡<k<T, be so chosen that j3(/)^l/8 for 0<t^r¡.

Then we may take p = r¡/k. To see this we describe a circle K of

radius r^p about P. Since r^p<a there are points of C exterior to

K, so that K intersects C. Let Pi be the first point of intersection of

K and C, which is met when C is traversed from P in one direction,

and let P2 be the first such point which one meets in going from P

along C in the opposite direction. iPi and P2 are distinct, for other-

wise the curve C could not have any points in the exterior of K.)

Suppose now there existed a third point of intersection of K and C,

say P3. Assume, without loss of generality, that of the two comple-

mentary arcs PP1P3 and PP2P3 of C, the length As of the first does

not exceed that of the second. Since by (2)

As g A-PPa = kr g kp = jj,

it follows that for all points s of the arc PP1P3 (so corresponds to P)

I ais) - aiso) I g 18(1») =£ 1/8.

Hence, the arc PP1P3 of C lies within the angle which is formed by

two straight lines through P each of which forms an angle of opening

1/8 with the tangent to C at P. Then it follows that one of the angles

between the tangent to C at P and the chord P1P3 of C is between

■k/2 — 1/8 and 7r/2. There exists a point s = s* of the arc PP1P3 be-

tween Pi and P3 such that ais*) is equal to the angle of inclination of

P1P3. Hence |a(s*)— a(so)| ^7r/2 —1/8, which contradicts the in-

equality stated above.

We prove now the statement concerning the length of the subarc c

of C which is contained in the interior of K. Let z(s)=xis)+iyis)

denote the parametric representation of C in terms of s. Suppose that
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the interval Si^s^s2 corresponds to c; Zi = z(si), z2 = z(s2) are the end

points of c. Then

ft - ft » Vto + *"/(*))* =   (*2 - 5l)(«'(íl) + */({»))
/. J2

(*'

«1

where ii2á&, &^ft- Hence

| ft - ft | = (ft " si) I x'ttO + iy'(íi) + i(y'(í2) - y'di) \

^ (ft - ft){ I *'«i) + */&) I -1 yfe) - /«o I}.
Since x'(s) = cos a(s), y'(s) = sin a(s) and |£i — s0\ èy, \%2 — s0\ èy,

|fi-*i| ^ (ft-ft){i-|y(b) -y'«i)| }

^ (52 - ft)(l - 2/3(7/)) è 3(s2 - iO/4,

or

4 1 1       4
s2 — si á —   22 — ft   = — 2p < 3p.

3 3

Lemma 2 (Modulus of continuity). Suppose that the hypotheses

of the theorem are satisfied. Let r0 = exp [ —7r2T>2/2p2], where p is the

number given in Lemma 1. Then for any two points z, z0 of \z\ =1 for

which \z — Zo\ ^r^r0:

ttD
f(z) - /(go)    g-

UKJ "        (2 log (I/O)"2

Proof. Let z0 be a point of \z\ =1 and hr the part of the circle

Iz — 0o| =r which is contained in \z\ <1. Then by a theorem of J.

Wolff [7, p. 217], there exists for every r, 0<r<l, an ru r <ri<r112,

such that the image of hr¡ by means of w=f(z) is a cross-cut yri of R

whose length /ng(27r4/log (l/r))I/2, where A is the area of R. Since

A ^irD2/4, we have

tD
(6) ln â

(2 log (\/r)y>2

Assume now rgr0. Then the region [\z — z0| Oi, |z|<l| is

mapped onto a subregion of R which is bounded by yr, and an arc of

C. If Pi and P2 are the end points of yn, then

7TÍ>
P1P2 á--è p <a.

(2 log (1/r))"2

Hence, by Lemma 1, one of the two arcs of C between Pi and P2, say
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crv is contained in the circle of radius 7rP/(2 log (l/r))1'2 about Pi.

Because of (6), this circle contains yri and hence also the region

bounded by yri and cr,. Since p<o, the origin is in the exterior of

this circle, and it follows that cri is the image of the arc {\z\ =1,

| z — zo | á ri}. Thus, if z = eie and | z — z01 g r, then

irD
| f(z) - fizo) | g

(2 log (1/r))1'2

Lemma 3 (Properties of an auxiliary function). Suppose

O=0i<02< • • • <d„ <dn+i = 2TT and n, r2, • ■ • , rn, Tn+i = ri + 27r are

two sets of real numbers. Let ßm = iTm — Tm+i)/ir, m = \, 2, ■ ■ • , n, and

for |z| <1
n

SÍZ) = XI (1 — e_i,mz)&»;
m=l

each factor is single-valued and analytic for \z\ < 1 if that branch of the

power function is chosen which reduces to 1 for z = 0. If this branch of

arg giz) is taken, then

lim arg g(z) = arg g(ei9) = r,„ - 0 - x/2 - w,   when  Bm < 0 <0m+i,

wAere
1   » 3

W =   - ¿^ Tm(0„l+i  —  0m)   —   - 7T.
2x m_i 2

Furthermore arg g(z) is bounded in \z\ <1.

Proof. We define the function t(0) by the relations t(0)=tm for

6mg:9<6n+i, w = l, 2, ■ • • , n, t(0+2t) =r(d) + 2Tr. Then we may

write3 for \z\ < 1 :

1    "
log giz) = — E O"» - r«+i) log (1 - e-i9-z)

5T  OT=1

2t

log (1 - e-i9z)dri8)
«=o

1    Z«2

IT   J 0=1

1      r2'
-I      log (1 - e-i9z)d[r(0) - 0]

TT J «_0

IT   «»o

log (1 - e~iez)de.

3 Cf., for this representation of log g(z) in form of a Stieltjes integral, E. Study

[3].
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Now fo" log (1 — e~'ez)dd = 0. Upon integration by parts we find

t(6)i r i2*    iz  r-
log g(z) =-log (1 - e~iSz)(r(8) - 8) \    + -

ir l_ Jo ir Jo
de

e1" - z

and since t(0) —0 has the period 27t, the integrated part vanishes. Since

1        1        1   eie + z       1

eie _ 2      ei« _ g       2        2        2   e¿» - z       2

we finally obtain

eie + z.       i    /*2"

■ o     6- — z 2ir J o

The last integral

(7) log g(z) = -^ f   ——- (T(B) - d)dd - í- f   (r(d) - d)dd.
¿ir J o     e'° — z 2tr J o

\      /» 2r 1       "      /* *m+l

- (t(6) - 8)dd = — E r(0)¿0 - T
¿T J o 27rm=i«/«„

1    "
=  - ¿_, Tm(6m+l  —  dm)   —   IT.

2"K ,„_1

The conclusion of the lemma follows easily from the representation

(7) if we take the imaginary parts of both sides.

3. Proof of the theorem, (i) The correspondence between C and

the unit circle |z| =1 is given by w=f(eiB), Og0g2ir. Let s(0) denote

the variable arc length of C expressed as a function of 0. By Lemma 2,

the subarc c of C given by w=f(eie), 0i = 0 = 02, where 62 — 6i^r^r0,

lies within the circle of radius (irD/(2 log (l/r))1/2<p about the point

Wi=f(ei6i). By Lemma 1 the length of c is ¿3p<3a. Since the total

length of C is at least 2wa, it follows that c is the shorter arc of C be-

tween its end points, and thus by (2)

kirD
0 g s(62) - s(di) g k | f(e^) - /(ei90 | á

(2 log (1/r))1'2

Let t(0) =a[s(0)]. Given any e>0 there exists a positive 8x^kp

which depends only on the function ß(t) such that

(8) ß(t) ge for 0 < / = 5i.

Let ô be so chosen that

kirD
(9) -< 5! for r = 5.

(2 log (l/r))i'2 -
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Then for any 60, 0, 0^0, 0oá27r, we have by (8), (9), and (1)

(10) | rid) - t(0o) | £ c if  j 0 - 0o | á 8.

Clearly 8 depends only on e and D, a, k, and the function ßit), as 8

= exp [-AV2P2/2ÔÏ] where ß(6i)£e, Si^kp.

(ii) Let w=[2tt/S] + 1, so that 2ir/n<8. Let 0* = (A-1)2tt/«.

A = l, 2, ■ • • , n + 1, and Tk = TÍdk). We have then Tniri = Ti+2ir. With

these two sets of numbers 0k, rk we form the function giz) of Lemma 3.

Consider the quotient F(z) = (f'(z)/g(z))e~ia, \z\ <1, where u> is the

constant in Lemma 3. The log F(z) =log/'(z) —log g(z) — iw is single-

valued and analytic for \z\ <1, if the same branch of log g(z) is

chosen as in Lemma 3 and if log/'(z) is so determined that log/'(0)

is real. By a Theorem of Lindelöf [2], arg/'(z), which is harmonic

for \z\ < 1, is continuous in \z\ ¿ 1 and

arg/'(ei9) = r($) - 6 - rr/2.

Hence, in every interval 9k<d<0k+u by (10)

I arg/'(ei9) - arg [*(«")«*"] I = I r(ff) -n|St

Furthermore, since arg Fiz) is bounded in \z\ <1, we have

(11) | arg/'(s) - arg [g(z)e-] | g e for | z | < 1.

(iii) Given any p > 0, choose e = 1 /3pK where k = 2e/log 2. Applying

an inequality on conjugate functions4 [4, p. 356], we obtain from (11):

For Ogp<l,

1    f2x I f'ipeie)e-ia  ±2p e2p' rM<

(12)      -
J 02rJo    \f'(0)g(pe»)

Furthermore,

dd g -S-= 3e11*.
1 - 2/>«      1 - 2/3

/»2r                                                     - %r n

| gipe*) \±2pdd =| III 1 - pei("-A") |±2"*-¿0
W0                                                         «^O m=l

/.2r »    I-                     4                    -|2p|¿

~ J o ¿i L I 1 - pe^-6^ I J

g/     n
w 0 m=l

0   -   0m|2i'IÄ"1
2 csc- d6.

4 The theorem referred to is the following: Suppose aS{z) = U(z) +tV(z) is regular

for \z\ <1, suppose U(0)=0 and | F(s)| Sij/or |s| <1. TAe» there exists an absolute

constant k, which may be taken as K = 2e/log 2, such that for every q, 0<q<l/icTi,

(l/2x)/oaVl*c«,'9'iáeáe'»/(l-^K), 0gp<l. We apply this theorem with <*>(z)

logF(s)-log/'(0), i, = e, g = 2/..
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Since 2/>|j8m| = 2pt/ir < 1 /kw, we have

g(peie) |±W0

(13)
2ir J o

J       /• 2t      n

= 2-/«-1   n
2tT »/ 0        m=l

8 -
csc

1/t«

= M„,

where J7n depends only on n, which in turn depends only on p, D, a, k,

and the function ß(t).

Thus, if z=pew, we have

■2" /'(«)! ±»

1/(0)1
.2t

(14)

I r iz.
27rJo      I/'

= - f2rl-
27rJo     I/'

sji f"|-
Utt Jo      I/'

/'(0)g(z)

/'(z)

±p

/'(0)g(z)

I *(*) |±J,<*0

±2p     ^   1/2   /  I       r,

) te J«
2r \   1/S

I f(«) |±2p<*>j

g (3e1/«M„)1'2

by (12) and (13). Since by Cauchy's inequality o-^|/'(0)| gZ), we
have

(15) /'(0) ±» ^ Max h ¿}
and the conclusion of the theorem follows from (14) and (15) with

il),= [3«1'',Jlf»]1»'-Max [T>, I/o-].
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